


The f irst game of



             AT A GLANCE: 
FIRST NFT GAME COLLECTION 
FROM NOVA MININGVERSE

PLAY-TO-MINE Metaverse of games backed with Bitcoin.  

Same NFT valid for di�erent gameplay modes. 

Exclusive top rarity NFT privileges. 

Dynamic NFT collection: Combine, upgrade, level up, customize, 

trade & stake. 

Play-for-Bitcoin (P4B) leaderboards. 

MINERSIA X-32MINERSIA X-32MINERSIA X-32

VR NFTs coming soon...



The Miningverse is a galaxy controlled only by a few in power. This 

world is powered by a precious material called Serlylium which was 

used to greatly push the limits of technology and helped the ones in 

power to conquer the entire galaxy.  

Shortly after the conquest, scientists began to use the powerful 

magic material to enhance humans genetically. Some of these 

experiments went well, while others created literal monsters. Our 

heroes are the few that can use magic and they regularly have to 

fight others in order to survive.  

WELCOME TO MINERSIA X-32MINERSIA X-32MINERSIA X-32



MEET THE

Choose yours and enter the Arena. 

Use the same NFT for Di�erent Gameplay modes. 

Draw your strength from any of the heroes and test your might in one 

of the two gameplay modes: 

      Deep Excavation. 

      The Arena (Survivor mode).

HEROESHEROESHEROES

More HEROES coming soon...



IGNAR BRANNSON

M E E T  T H E  H E R O E S

Ignar is from Sigurd, a frozen continent in  

the north. He was forced to travel to the  

Industrial City in search of his kidnapped  

sister Nilsa Branndóttir. After a while, Ignar  

met some agents from Nova Corp, the  

agency that controls everything, they  

indicated that his sister was kidnapped by  

Ottar Erikson, also from Sigurd and now one  

of the champions of the Arena.  

After joining the Arena, Ignar continued to  

improve and beat all his opponents with  

hopes of finally facing Ottar and rescue his  

sister.  



DARKEST SHADOW

M E E T  T H E  H E R O E S

Darkest Shadow is an honorable member of 

the brotherhood of most lethal assassins in 

the universe. They are usually hired for 

dirty jobs that are hard to pull o�, like killing 

members of the court or even kings.  

He was once hired by Johana Loyal to 

avenge the death of her father Maximus, by 

killing Vincent Loyal. 



RATMAN XC-09

M E E T  T H E  H E R O E S

Ratman is one of the failed or perhaps  

successful experiments conducted in the  

Miningverse. After escaping from the  

genetic laboratory of Nova Corp, Ratman  

joined the Arena on purpose to win and  

prove the scientists he is worth something.



SABRINA WALTZ

M E E T  T H E  H E R O E S

Sabrina is a mage apprentice and is 

finalizing the last semester of the 

prestigious Arcanist Order of the 

Miningverse. Although she knows all the 

arcanist elements, her specialty is fire.  

While studying the arcanist arts in the 

teleportation class, she su�ered an 

accident and teleported to the Arena by 

mistake. She was forced to face all the 

monsters, which wasn’t much of a problem. 



VINCENT LOYAL

M E E T  T H E  H E R O E S

Son of one of the wealthiest families in the 

Miningverse, killed his father Maximus Loyal

and was sent to the mines by the court. He 

managed to survive and plans to become 

the Grand Champion in the Arena and kill 

the members of the court that sent him to 

the mines. 



NFT USE CASES

STAKING

BURN

FEES
POOL 

REWARDS

NFT 
HOLDER

TOKEN 
HOLDER

ROYALTY



NFT USE CASES

All the Character NFTs are needed to start playing the games in the 

Miningverse. Each Skin Rarity comes with di�erent features and 

statistics, like more Damage, Speed, Defense, etc.  

Higher Rarity NFTs can be staked to allow players to earn rewards 

from the transactions on-chain of the NMV token. These rewards will 

be distributed regularly, but there will be a short locking period of 

time.  

Additionally, players can use 5 lower-rarity NFTs to craft 1 random 

higher rarity NFT. 


